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The fairy tale writer Hans Christian Andersen  

Once said ”To travel is to live” We, at Isabella, would 

add”... and to live is to feel free.” For Isabella, camping 

is all about experiencing a sense of freedom.  

It is our vision to inspire you and to create a space 

that gives you that sense of freedom to be together, 

the freedom to do everything and the freedom to stop 

along the way.

You only get one shot at your next trip, your next 

holiday or your next weekend break, and that is why we 

work tirelessly every day to ensure that you can feel 

that sense of freedom with Isabella.  

 

To be truly free, you must also be free of worries.  

The special Isabella quality, the unique design and the 

carefully considered features ensure that you have 

nothing to worry about in that respect. You can rest 

assured that an Isabella awning works.  

We are proud to present our 2016 collection 

Have a good look through our new brochure and…  

feel free to Isabella your caravan! 

feel free to  
Isabella your  
Caravan
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With its depth of 4 metres, Prisma is the largest awning in the Isabella range 
since the 70’s. Prisma’s flexibility, high durability and strong frame make it the 
ultimate awning for permanent pitching.  
The front can be moved back and forth to create a living room with a covered 
terrace (with the use of optional extras).  
 
The large windows ensure that Prisma is a bright, welcoming awning where 
you will spend many an enjoyable hour. For maximum stability, Prisma is 
supplied with a MegaFrame frame. If you want to use Prisma as a year-round 
awning, additional poles can be purchased to ensure added stability in the 
off-peak season.

PRISMA
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CoalSeedMocca

Zinox
MegaFrame

2 3

1

Isacryl
295 g/m2

Removable/fold-down panels: Front, side and corner panels. 
Special features: Flexible front panels, mosquito nets in both sides,  
ventilation in the front, light strip in the roof, large windows, wide all-round 
overhang. Choice of Urban Sand or Cube Creme curtains when ordering. 
Comes as standard with: wheel arch cover, draught skirt, veranda pole, FixOn, 
awning bag,  pole and peg bags including peg remover. 
Optional accessories for assembly: Front divider, additional front panels  
(2 pcs), right or left panel (for partition) which give more scope for variation. 
Annex 250, net side, Cosy Corner II, Eclipse FSC (Ask your dealer about sizes), 
storm securing set.

Front divider, additional front panels (2 pcs), right or left panel  
(for partition) which give more scope for variation.
Light strip in the roof.

Mosquito nets in both sides.

COLOURS

MATERIALS
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Faccusa pelenda erunto et qui demquatis aut lab ipsunt est, test, nam, 
Xim qui num laut audandandus. Faccusa pelenda erunto et qui demquatis aut 
lab ipsunt est, test, nam, 
Xim qui num laut audandandus. Faccusa pelenda erunto et qui demquatis aut 
lab ipsunt est, test, nam, 
Xim qui num laut audandandus. Faccusa pelenda erunto et qui demquatis aut 
lab ipsunt est, test, nam, 
Xim qui num laut audandandus. Faccusa pelenda erunto et qui demquatis aut 
lab ipsunt est, test, nam, 
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Thirty years ago – in 1985 – the first Penta awning saw the light of day.  
And we’re celebrating that with the Penta Thirty. Penta Thirty has everything 
you require from a permanent pitch awning – a depth of 3.5 m without the  
nuisance of a centre pole, and designed so that every inch of space is used. 
The material used is Isacryl, a strong acrylic which allows the awning to 
breathe. Mosquito net windows in both sides, and the numerous opening 
options, make for an optimal indoor climate. A sand-coloured roof imbues the 
awning with a soft warm light and the combination of the light strip in the roof 
and the large windows of clear film make the Penta Thirty awning a bright and 
friendly place to spend time. The sturdy pole construction and the pentago-
nal shape mean stability for a long season at the campsite. Choose between 
the strong Zinox steel frame or the extra-strong Zinox MegaFrame for added 
stability. The combination of MegaFrame with extra winter securing means 
you can use your Penta Thirty all year round.  

PENTA THIRTY
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Removable/fold-down panels: Front, side and corner panels 
Special details: Overhang all the way around, light panels in middle of roof. 
Two large side ventilation windows with mosquito nets, corner door right front, 
two door options. 
Supplied as standard with: Cube Creme curtains, veranda pole, draught skirt,  
wheel arch cover, FixOn, pole and peg bags, awning bag and peg remover. 
Optional extras: Annex 220, door canopy, inner roof, partition wall, storm 
securing set.

Removable/fold-down panels. Front, side and corner panels.

Corner door right front.

Awning partition panel.

Optional extras. Door canopy.

Two large side ventilation windows with mosquito nets.

COLOURS

MATERIALS
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Commodore Seed is a family awning which is spacious, light and airy. The warm, 
subdued colours, breathable Isacryl material, large windows and numerous 
opening and ventilation options make it an oasis of comfort.  With a depth of 3 
metres it offers every opportunity for the family to find the space for play and 
relaxation. Commodore Seed is suitable for both permanent pitching and touring.  
Commodore Seed has frosted window foil in the lower window panels, which 
gives you a beautiful inflow of light and also offers privacy.For trips to warmer 
climates, the mosquito net windows in both sides offer plenty of scope for  
ventilation on hot days and the CarbonX lightweight frame makes it easy to  
handle. For optimal stability for permanent pitching, we recommend the Zinox 
tubular steel frame with the T-Rex locking mechanism, which makes it easy to 
tension and assemble. or for extra durability the Zinox steel Megaframe.

COMMODORE SEED
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Isacryl
295 g/m2

Zinox Zinox
MegaFrame

CarbonX

Granite Steel Seed
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COLOURS

MATERIALS
Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels. 
Special details: Mosquito net in both sides.  
Comes as standard: with Urban Sand curtains, veranda pole, draught skirt, 
wheel arch cover, FixOn, Typhoon storm sashes awning bag, pole and peg bag 
including peg remover. 
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250, door canopy, net side, net front, 
Cosy Corner II, partition wall, front sun canopy, gutter, storm securing set.

Frosted window pannels.

Mosquito net in both sides. 

Integrated top ventelation.
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Commodore Insignia is a fusion of classic Isabella design and contemporary  
materials. Its depth of 3 metres and the choice of three types of frames are  
a major advantage, especially for those who alternate between permanent  
pitching and touring and enjoy having plenty of space in the awning. Large  
panoramic windows make Commodore Insignia a pleasant place to be, with a 
unique inflow of light. For a pleasant indoor climate, the Commodore Insignia 
model has mosquito nets with a foil cover in both sides, as well as an integrated 
top ventilation panel in the middle of the front. On hot days and balmy evenings, 
the nets keep out annoying insects, at the same time allowing the air in the 
awning to circulate.

COMMODORE INSIGNIA
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Steel Silver Insignia 
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Isacryl
295 g/m2

Zinox Zinox
MegaFrame

CarbonX

COLOURS

MATERIALS
Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels. 
Special details: Mosquito net in both sides. 
Comes as standard with: Cube Creme curtains, veranda pole, draught skirt,  
wheel arch cover, FixOn, Typhoon storm sashes awning bag, pole and  
peg bag including peg remover. 
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250, door canopy, net side, net front, 
Cosy Corner II, partition wall, front sun canopy, gutter, storm securing set.

Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels.

Mosquito net in both sides.





’’Camping is the oxygen of the soul ... feel free’’
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With more than 30 years on the market, our customers rightly expect a lot of the 
‘Ambassador’, the ultimate touring awning which is straightforward to put up.  
Relatively light in weight, with a depth of 2.5m it offers all the opening options 
you could possibly wish for.
Ambassador Seed has mosquito net panel in both sides and is made of Isacryl for 
a pleasant indoor climate. The roof is coated on the outside and has a patterned 
inside, which minimises the formation of condensation. 

AMBASSADOR SEED
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Isacryl
295 g/m2

Zinox CarbonX

Granite Steel Seed

COLOURS

MATERIALSRemovable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels.
Special details: Mosquito net in both sides.  
Comes as standard with: Urban Sand curtains, veranda pole, draught skirt, wheel arch cover, 
FixOn, Typhoon storm sashes awning bag, pole and peg bag including peg remover.
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250, door canopy, net side, net front, Cosy Corner II, 
partition wall, front sun canopy, gutter, storm securing set.

Frosted window pannels.

Mosquito net in both sides. 

Integrated top ventelation.
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Capri Coal is the ideal choice for touring caravanners. In lightweight, breath-
able, acrylic material the Capri Coal is quick to erect and easy to transport. 
The tinted windows make the awning a pleasant place to be, as they tone 
down the bright sunlight and the large mosquito net windows provide extra  
ventilation without the annoyance of insects on hot summer days and nights. 
All front and side panels can be folded down to form a veranda or removed 
completely. Capri Coal is available with the Zinox tubular steel frame or the 
ultra-light CarbonX fibreglass frame.

CAPRI COAL
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Steel StoneGranite

2

1

ZinoxIsacryl
260 g/m2

LIGHT
CarbonX

Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels. 
Special features: Tinted window foil, mosquito nets in both sides, front ventilation, 
harlequin strip on sides. 
Supplied as standard with: Bowline Grey curtains, wheel arch cover, draught skirt, 
veranda pole, FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg bags including peg remover. 
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250, net side, net front, partition wall,  
Cosy Corner II, Eclipse FSC, gutter, inner roof, storm securing set.

Special features. Mosquito nets in both sides.

Optional extras for assembly. Annex 250 Coal.
COLOURS

MATERIALS
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Tips & Tricks
We love sharing our knowledge with you, so we have put together our top 10 tricks which, among other 

things, can help with the challenges commonly faced by new campers putting up an awning for  

the first time. These are tips which ultimately could help extend the life of your awning, and thus the joy  

of camping.

1. Position of rafter poles

The rafter poles in the awning sides should not be placed horizontally along the seam, but in the curvature 

of the awning to support the roof, thereby ensuring better tensioning of the awning.

 

2. Pegging

Start by pegging the back corners by the caravan, and then the shelter triangle inside the awning. Then peg 

the two front legs, giving them a good tug forwards and to the side. (Watch video at www.isabella.net).

 

3. Tensioning

When it is time to tension the side rafter pole and front legs, it can be helpful to unzip the side and/or the 

front, to achieve optimal tensioning.

 

4. Veranda pole

 If you need more ventilation in the awning on a hot day, the supplied veranda pole can be used in either 

the front or side.  When using it on the side a small triangle has been sewn in where you can mount the 

veranda pole.

 

5. Lubrication of awning rail 

To facilitate insertion of the awning in the caravan rail, you can spray the rail with Isabella Aquatex  

reproofing spray. Remember to check the rail for sharp edges!

 

6. Use the regulator tab

When putting up the awning, it is important to use the sewn-on regulator tab at the two corner legs and 

middle leg. They should be used to tension the fronts and to obtain the correct distance from the ground, 

so as to achieve tension in the pegging rubbers. On a flat surface, you use the middle hole and if the  

ground is a little uneven, you can use one of the other holes.

7. Repair set

Should you be unfortunate enough to sustain a tear or a hole in your awning, Isabella has two small repair 

kits that can help. There is one for the PVC material and one for the acrylic material in the awning.

 

8. Hercules Triple  

To ensure that your awning is put up in the best possible way, you can buy and use a Hercules Triple pole 

tensioner. It is important to tension the awning really well, as this will make it more stable. 

 

9. Distance from the ground

There should always be a distance of 7–16 cm (can vary from caravan to caravan) from the ground to the 

edging that finishes off the awning before the mud flaps begin. This is very important in order to achieve 

tension in the pegging rubbers all the way around the awning. When there is tension in the pegging the 

awning is well tensioned, and thus better protected against wind and weather.

 

10. When leaving the awning for long periods

The standard frame is fine for general camping, but if the awning is to be used for more extreme purpos-

es (i.e. when it is left for long periods), it is a good idea to supplement it with additional rafter poles and 

support poles.
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Granite Steel Flax

CarbonXIsacryl
260 g/m2

LIGHT

MINOR  
When it has to be easy, smart and comfortable, Minor is the 
answer. Minor comes with a lightweight CarbonX fibreglass 
frame – which is fast and easy to assemble. The panoramic 
window in the removable front panel provides a natural inflow 
of light and a good view. There are doors and a mosquito net 
in both sides, which can be closed by zipping the foil cover 
over it. The material is breathable Isacryl which helps create a 
pleasant indoor climate. As with all of Isabella’s porches, you 
get the best seal to the caravan.

Removable/fold-down panels: Front. 
Special details: Mosquito net in  
both sides. 

Supplied as standard with: Set of 
curtains Bowline Grey, draught skirt, 
wheel arch cover, FixOn, awning bag, 
pole and peg bag incl. peg remover. 
Optional extras for assembly:  
Veranda pole, storm securing set.

Distance between roof poles 226 cm  
Suitable for caravans with awning rail heights of between  
235 and 250cm

COLOURS

MATERIALS
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Granite Steel Seed

250

340 Isacryl
295 g/m2

CarbonX

MAGNUM 250 COAL 
Magnum 250 Coal is a touring-friendly porch which is quick to 
put up when you’re on the go. With Magnum 250 Coal, you get 
a spacious porch awning 2.5 metres in depth. The breathable 
Isacryl material ensures a pleasant indoor climate.  
The front and side panels can be folded down/removed and, 
together with mosquito nets in both sides, offer a wealth of 
ventilation options. If more space is required, inside or out,  
Magnum 250 Coal can be extended with an Eclipse front sun 
canopy, Cosy Corner II or an annex which gives you an extra 
bedroom or additional storage. 

Removable/fold-down panels:  
Front and side panels. 
Special features:  Extra long roof wings 
for additional strength and optimal fit, 
full length canopy providing extra  
shelter, mosquito net in both sides. 
Comes as standard with:  Urban Sand 
curtains, wheel arch cover, draught skirt, 
veranda pole, FixOn, awning bag, pole 
and peg bags including peg remover. 
Optional extras for assembly:   
Annex 250, Cosy Corner II special,  
Eclipse FSC special, Net Front Panel, 
storm securing set.

Distance between roof poles 313 cm 
Suitable for caravans with awning rail heights of between  
235 and 250cm

COLOURS

MATERIALS
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T@B SUN CANOPY 

Fits onto T@B320 RS,  
T@B 320 OFFROAD and T@B 400 
Material: Coated polyester in city chic colours and 
style to compliment the T@B. 
Details: The 370 cm long storm guy is also a meas-
uring tape to show the correct distance between  
the front legs. 
Included: Exclusive bag with separate compart-
ments for canopy and poles. 
Frame: Curved aluminium tube for the front. 
Adjustable roof poles. Fixon screwless brackets. 
Height: 210 cm at the tallest point. 
Depth: 180 cm 
Weight: 320: 6.8kg 400: 8.3kg

T@B 320 AWNINGS 

For T@B 320 RS or  
T@B 320 OFFROAD 
Material: Front in Isacryl, beautiful colour fast, 
fibre-dyed acrylic. Side panels and roof made in 
coated polyester and lower panel is PVC for  
easy cleaning.  
Details: The front panel can be removed or drawn.  
The ventilation net window feature in the right 
hand side panel has a zipped foil cover. 
Included: Curtains, special draught skirt and 
wheel arch cover. 
Frame: Lightweight combination of Aluminium 
and IXL™ fibreglass. Adjustable roof poles.  
Screwless FixOn brackets. 
Footprint: 180 x 370 cm 
Weight: 18 kg

T@B 400 AWNINGS 

Material: Front in Isacryl, beautiful colour fast, 
fibre-dyed acrylic. Side panels and roof made in 
coated polyester and lower panel is PVC for  
easy cleaning.  
Details: The front panel can be removed or drawn. 
The ventilation net window feature in the right 
hand side panel has a zipped foil cover. 
Included: Curtains, special draught skirt and 
wheel arch cover. 
Frame: Lightweight combination of Aluminium 
and IXL™ fibreglass. Adjustable roof poles.  
Screwless FixOn brackets. 
Footprint: 225 x 415 cm 
Weight: 22 kg



252,4 m 4.2 m 

Material: Front in Isacryl, beautiful colour fast, 
fibre-dyed acrylic. Side panels and roof made in 
coated polyester and lower panel is PVC for  
easy cleaning. 
Details: The front panel can be removed or drawn. 
The ventilation net window feature in the right 
hand side panel has a zipped foil cover.
Included: Curtains, draught skirt and wheel  
arch cover.
Frame: Lightweight combination of Aluminium and 
CarbonX fibreglass. Adjustable roof poles.  
Screwless FixOn II- brackets.
Total weight incl. frame: 30,8 kg

AWNING – DESIGNED  
FOR THE ADRIA ACTION 361 
CARAVAN
The best holidays are a mixture of busy action packed days, and times to relax 
and chill out, to make the most of all occasions there is no better place than an 
Isabella awning. 
A caravan with a unique shape needs a specially designed awning and we have 
done just that for the 361 Adria Action European caravan model. It matches 
perfectly to the vehicles unique lines and is both elegant and functional.
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How to get a few extra years out of your awning. It pays to look after 

your poles and the canvas. Studies and tests conducted by Isabella have 

clearly shown that proper maintenance can add years to the life of your 

awning. Campers who spend a lot of time at campsites by the sea or in 

wooded areas are most likely to experience problems with their awning. 

The problems usually involve leaks, which in many cases are caused by 

improper or inadequate maintenance. The surroundings have an impact on 

the awning’s waterproofing, for example, and extra care of the awning is 

required when camping in these areas. We have therefore put together tips 

from some of our top camping experts, so that you can enjoy your Isabella 

awning for many years to come.

Storm securing. To ensure that your awning is as secure as possible, we 

recommend that you mount storm bracing on the legs at the front of the 

awning. The strap should go around the corners – down along the pole 

inside the awning and then be pegged there. The guy rope should not be 

completely taut, but a little loose, so that it does not pull on the awning, 

but is there in the event that the awning is about to “take off”.

If the awning is to remain in one place for a long time, we recommend the 

use of the longer 30 cm plastic pegs all the way around, and securing with 

Isabella storm straps inside, as well as Typhoon guy ropes mounted at the 

corners. Isa-Link straps mounted under the windows prevent the canvas 

from pressing too hard on the poles during stormy weather, and in calm 

weather, they should just rest on themselves. If the awning is to be per-

manently pitched, the strong Mega-frame is an option with most models, 

which, with extra winter securing, is optimised for year-round use.

Underlay for the flooring. The awning floor should always be fitted with a 

moisture barrier. The “Isabella Ground Sheet” is a tarpaulin, which is placed 

a good way up over the mud flaps, and slightly up the sides, so that mois-

ture from the ground does not come up into the awning, and water from the 

outside and drips from the ends of the zips do not get onto the underlay. 

The optimal underlay consists of “Isabella Ground Cover” under the entire 

awning, which protects the mud flaps and makes cleaning easy. Next, you 

might like to lay the “Isabella Floor” floor tiles, which form a good, stable 

surface to walk on in the awning and provide a solid base for permanent 

pitchers. “Isabella Ground Sheet” as a moisture membrane and “Isabella 

Comfort Carpet” over the tarpaulin provide a soft, comfortable insulating 

base. “Isabella Carpet” is a carpet, which forms a pleasant surface to walk 

on, and all of these layers ensure minimal absorption of air humidity for the 

best possible indoor climate.

Cleaning, washing and reproofing. The cleaning, washing and reproofing 

of the awning should be part of the ongoing maintenance. The Isabella Isa-

Clean range consists of four products for regular washing, a slightly more 

heavy-duty wash, and “Anti Mould”, which can remove mildew. Window 

Clean is a must for the windows. Condensation in the awning is impossible 

to avoid at certain times of the year, and it increases significantly if awnings 

do not face south. Ventilation and the correct underlay help. A large 

number of people in the awning combined with one or more heat sources 

add to the condensation. Check that the small, plastic “DropStop” ring is 

correctly installed in the eyelets in the roof to prevent water penetration by 

the spikes. Regular vacuuming of the inside of the entire awning prevents 

the build up of soil dust and soil bacteria, which quickly form a base for the 

growth of mildew when the humidity rises. Reproofing should be carried 

out as needed, and permanent pitchers are recommended to perform a 

thorough wash and full reproof every two years.

Taking down and packing up. Before taking down the awning and pack-

ing it away, it should be cleaned, removing any fronts and sides. 

There are many ways of folding the awning, but the method we show you 

in the video at www.isabella.net is the method we use ourselves. Spread 

out the awning with the inside of the roof facing down on the carpet or dry 

grass, the entire front lying over the roof and the sides pulled out to the 

sides. Then fold the sides in over the roof, forming an oblong surface with 

straight sides. After that, fold in from the sides until it is an appropriate 

width for the awning bag, and then roll from the front and in towards the 

bead. This prevents dirt from getting into the awning from the bead, and 

the next time the awning is put up, the bead is easily accessible on the 

caravan side. 

For further information, please visit our support pages at www.isabella.

net and watch the informative set up videos, and especially our YouTube 

channel where you will find a large number of information videos.

IsaClean  
All-Year
A cleaning 
product for  
regular 
cleaning of 
the awning. 
(900060431)

IsaClean 
Season
A cleaning 
product for use 
at the end of the 
season when 
your awning  
needs a good 
clean before 
being packed 
away for 
the winter. 
(900060432)

IsaClean 
Anti-Mould
A cleaning 
product  
used to  
combat 
mould 
or milde. 
(900060433)

IsaClean  
Window
For cleaning the 
awning windows. 
To be used with the 
microfibre  
cloth included. 
(900060434)

After using  
IsaClean,  
we recommend 
re-proofing your 
awning to ensure 
a water-repellent 
surface.  
We recommend 
Isabella’s  
AquaTex for this.

Take good care of your awning
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WINTER  
Thanks to the heavy-duty materials, a special roof angle to 
prevent the build-up of snow, an extra wide external mud flap, 
a strong steel frame, flexible pegging and window foil designed 
to withstand extreme temperatures, Isabella’s Winter awning 
will stay the course – even in a heavy snow storm. The model 
is made of easy-to-clean polyester/PVC material and has 
doors in both sides as well as zipped ventilation.

Special details: External mud flap, 
special roof angle, extreme window foil. 
Supplied as standard with: Set of 
curtains Bowline Grey, draught skirt, 
wheel arch cover, FixOn, awning bag, 
pole and peg bag incl. peg remover. 
Optional extras for assembly: 
Inner roof, winter securing set, storm 
securing set. 
Use: Year round.

Distance between roof poles 203 cm 
Suitable for caravans with an awning rail height of between 
235 and 250 cm

COLOURS

MATERIALS
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Universal 360 CoalUniversal 420 Coal

Thanks to their great strength and stability, the Universal 420 Coal and  
Universal 360 Coal porches can be put up in all weather conditions – all year 
round. Two support poles press the sewn-in foam pads securely against the 
side of the caravan, while click profiles hold the sides directly on the support 
pole for a perfect seal. Universal 420 Coal and Universal 360 Coal have doors in 
both sides and large windows across the front, giving a good view. The strong 
Zinox steel frame ensures good stability. If Universal 420 Coal or Universal 360 
Coal is to be used as a year-round awning, we recommend the fitting of winter 
securing and an inner roof (optional extras). The roof construction provides 
unobstructed opening of the caravan door and minimal build-up of snow.

Distance between roof poles 420: 410cm, 360: 350 cm 
Suitable for caravans with awning rail height of between  
235 and 250cm

UNIVERSAL  
420 COAL AND 360 COAL
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Isacryl
295 g/m2

Zinox

Granite Seed
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Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels. 
Special details: Ventilation in both sides and adjustable front ventilation.  
External mud flap, flexible pegging, special sloping roof which makes the awning  
suitable for year-round camping, extra heavy-duty window film. (frost proof)   
Supplied as standard with: Urban Sand curtains, veranda pole, draught skirt,  
wheel arch cover, FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg bags including peg remover. 
Optional extras: Door canopy, inner roof, winter securing set,  
storm securing set. Annex 220 
Use: Year round.

External mud flap.

Removable/fold down front and side panels

Door canopy (optional extra)

Ventilation in both sides.

COLOURS

MATERIALS
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Villa a unique year-round/permanent pitching awning, available in two widths. 

Its construction has been designed with maximum stability and durability in 

mind. Isabella Villa is modular, and the choice of front panels means that you 

can construct your Villa just as you want it.

The awning should not only be suitable for use on hot summer days, but also 

a good alternative when the snow is lying on the ground. Year-round use 

places high demands on the equipment, and Isabella Villa is composed of 

the best materials. The optimal sloping of the roof prevents the build-up of 

snow. Light is life, and the large windows and white curtains contribute to a 

bright, comfortable living space. The window material can withstand extreme 

cold, and Villa is also equipped with flaps in the fabric to make it easy to close 

and cover the windows as required. The deep overhang all the way around 

prevents dirt and pollution, so you can spend your days relaxing, instead of on 

maintenance.

Isabella Villa has been designed to make it easy for you to put up yourself. 

Your local dealer can also advise you if you wish to have it ready-assembled. 

The modules are zipped together, simplifying the construction and making 

it easy to change the front modules without having to dismantle the entire 

awning.

Isabella Villa is equipped with a padded sluice and connecting piece in the 

roof, so it can be used on all sizes of caravan (special adjustment may be 

necessary, especially on small caravans). The caravan can be attached or 

removed in a few easy steps, though full backing is required (extra) if Isabella 

Villa is to stand without the caravan. Isabella Villa can also be adapted as 

standard to mobile homes with a max. height of 265 cm.

VILLA 550 AND 650 - ALL YEAR



A+C

B+C C+BC+C

A+B C+D+C C+E+B

A+D+BA+D+C C+E+C

E+C+C

Tunel

Skillevæg

Porch

Tunel

Skillevæg

Porch

Tunel

Skillevæg

Porch
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A B C D E F

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Ground: Depth 300 cm Length 550 cm or 650 cm 
Colour combination: Tweed/Flax. 
Awning canvas: Solid-dyed Isacryl. 
Roof fabric: 520 g/m2 PVC/Polyester welded joints. 
Curtains: Frame. 
Frame/Construction: 40 x 40 mm aluminium profiles with angle brackets. 
No. of doors: At least two. Ventilation in both sides. Overhang all the  
way around. 
 
Supplied as standard  
Villa comes complete with 40 x 40 mm. aluminium profile frame, roof, fronts 
and sides with window flaps, connection set with roof sluice, 2 cushions, 
draught skirt and standard wheel arch cover. The awning comes with two  
70 cm, back wall section, so that the opening 550 cm and 650 cm at the back 
will be 410 and 510 cm. All parts can be replaced in the event of damage. 
Height at the back approx. 240 cm. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Optional extras (additional cost) 
Closing back wall panel. 
Inner roof. 
Winter securing set (cross bar and support poles). 
Gutter. 
F-module: Closable front panel with mosquito net. 
Villa Connetion Tunnel 70 cm 550.  
Villa Connetion Tunnel 70 cm 650.  
Villa Porch Roof/left or right. 
Villa Windscreen Front.  
Villa Windscreen Side. 
Villa Porch Back. 
 
We recommend: placing the awning on a fixed floor measuring 300 x 550 cm 
or 300 x 650 cm. Talk to your dealer or a local carpenter about this. 
 
NB!  
Villa must be mounted on a 10 cm-high floor. 

For year-round  
campers/permanent pitchers

Back piece Back pieceSTANDARD 
Left side

STANDARD 
Right side

D-E. Window 
and door For  
650 only

A. Door and window 
section

B. Door and window 
section

C. Window section F. Window section 
with mosquito net
(Extra)

Villa 550  
5 out of a total of 9 possible combinations

Villa 650 
6 out of a total of 18 possible combinations
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IsaLite
195 g/m2

CarbonX

SHADOW 
TOURING SUN CANOPY 
Shadow is the multipurpose touring canopy, which can be 
put up in a jiffy no matter where you are. In addition to being 
mounted on the caravan itself, Shadow can also be used as 
a side canopy on the awning. Combine with the sides and net 
front (optional extras), to give extra shelter and protection 
against the sun under your Shadow. The particularly strong 
and stable pins on the poles and metal rings in the roof pro-
vide optimal tensioning and greatest possible stability.

Depth (cm): 200 
Widths (cm): 240, 300, 360, 400, 500 
Poles: CarbonX  
240/300: 2 pcs.  
360/400/500: 3 pcs. 
Supplied as standard with:  
Typhoon storm sashes, transport bag 
and pole bag. 
Optional extras for assembly: Net 
front, net side. 
Weight (kg) 240: 3,6 - 300: 3,7 -  
360: 4,5 - 400: 4,8 - 500: 5,3

Net front is available in fitted sizes and 
can also be used on most existing canopies  
(optional extra).
Net side (optional extra) with connection 
strip and beading in both sides.

The net side is supplied with FixOn 
brackets and “Tectum” system  
(roof pole and a click multi-connector for 
easy assembly).

MATERIALS
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IsaLite
195 g/m2

ZinoxCarbonX

800-940 · G13-16 950-1175 · G18-22

SUN SHINE  
SUN CANOPY 
The greatest possible stability and lowest possible weight 
are united in the Sun Shine canopy. Zip pockets on the front 
poles ensure that the sun canopy is stable and prevent it 
from flapping in the breeze. Sun Shine comes complete with 
a right and left side. Channels for the roof poles and CarbonX 
frame with the IsaFix connection system make putting up 
and taking down fast and efficient. If you already have an  
Isabella full awning in 3.0 or 2.5 m depth, the frame can also 
be used for the sun canopy. Ask your dealer. A front is  
available as an optional extra for your Sun Shine Canopy.  
(Can also be used on Sun Blue).  Enabling the Sun Shine to  
be converted into a lightweight touring awning in next to  
no time. 

Depth (cm): 250 
A-measurement from-to (cm): 
800-1175 
Special details: Zip pockets on the 
front poles. 
Supplied as standard with: Right and 
left-hand side, FixOn, transport bag, 
pole and peg bag. 
Optional extras for assembly: Front.

Special details. Zip pockets on the  
front poles.

Optional extras for assembly. Front.

MATERIALS
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ECLIPSE SUN CANOPY 
Not only is Eclipse suitable for use as a front sun canopy on 
Isabella’s awning models, but it can also be used as a light-
weight touring sun canopy directly on the caravan. Eclipse 
is fastened to the overhang of your awning, creating a lovely 
shady terrace and increasing the area under cover. The light-
weight CarbonX frame with the IsaFix connection system as 
well as the TectumPro building system, make it fast to put 
up. For extra shelter, a side can be purchased as an optional 
extra. It fits both the left and right-hand side of the front sun 
canopy, but it cannot be used on the Eclipse for Magnum.

Depth (cm): 225/Magnum: 216 
Sizes from-to: G14-G21 
Supplied as standard with CarbonX 
fibreglass frame with Tectum Pro 
system and F-link, Typhoon storm 
sashes, transport bag 
Optional extras for assembly: Side 
(right/left), but not for the Magnum 
model. The side panel (optional extra) 
for Eclipse is easily assembled using 
plastic connecting strips. The side 
panel can be used on either the left 
side or right hand side. 
Sorry sides are not available for the 
narrower Magnum Eclipse.

F-links to be added to the awning poles.

Tectum Pro is a revolutionary new connec- 
tion system for simple click assembly.

Optional extra for assembly the Eclipse 
side directly on the caravan, with
the Eclipse side adaptor (9999R0177)

MATERIALS
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COSY CORNER II
If you need shelter or simply good screening by the door,  
where you can sit and soak up the atmosphere at the campsite,  
Cosy Corner II is the perfect solution. Depth approx. 150 cm.  
Cosy Corner II is easy to assemble by virtue of its sewn-on 
beading and connection sections as well as Tectum Pro and 
lightweight CarbonX poles. Cosy Corner II can be positioned to 
the right or left of the doors at the front of the awning. If you 
would like a larger cosy corner, two Cosy Corner II’s can be placed 
next to each other to form an extra angle.  
Please give the awning’s A-measurement when ordering!

DOOR CANOPY  
TO CARAVAN  

with a door canopy on your caravan, you get a fast and stable 
solution for providing some shelter at the door into the caravan. 
This allows you to open the caravan door without the rain or 
snow getting in. The door canopy feeds into the awning rail and 
is secured at the bottom by attaching it to the base rail of the 
caravan with a beading bracket – simple and easy.  
 
Dimensions: 145 x 180 x 95 cm  
Weight: 3.8 kg  
Material: Isacryl.  
Frame: Zinox with T-Rex locking mechanism . 
Colour: Granite.
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CONVERT YOUR  
FIAMMA AND  
OMNISTORE DOOR CANOPY 
INTO AN ISABELLA ROOM

The front of the door canopy has a large door on the right, which can be rolled up 
and tied with a ribbon. The extra wide mud flap can be used inside or out as need-
ed. Adjustable straps for optimal tensioning. The large windows of the canopy 
front provide a wonderful panoramic view. 

Door canopy side Universal. The right-hand side has a door and a large window. 
The left-hand side has two large windows. The sides are easily attached with 
Velcro. The side pieces also have an extra PVC piece, which is pressed in against 
the caravan. Together with adjustable straps, this ensures the best fit against the 
side of the caravan. The parts are supplied with detailed assembly instructions.

The door canopy front and sides are made of 100% polyester with a PVC mud flap. 
Colour: light grey/grey and steel blue. Curtains and curtain poles are available as 
optional extras.
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Light grey Antracit grey Steel blue

IsaLite
195 g/m2

Side panels attached with velcro.

Attaching the front.

PVC wing for best fit to unit. Door canopy front for bag canopies: 
Fiamma Caravanstore 310/OMN Caravan style 300  
208103105 
Fiamma Caravanstore 360/OMN Caravan style 350  
208103605 
Fiamma Caravanstore 410/OMN Caravan style 400  
208104105 
Fiamma Caravanstore 440 
208104605 
 
Door canopy side universal: 
Supplied as a set of two sides (Right and left). 
208100005 
 
Optional extras: 
Set of curtains with curtain poles. 
Curtains design: Luxor white. 

COLOURS

MATERIALS
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1

FIND AN  
ISABELLA ANNEX 
TO FIT  
YOUR AWNING 

Need more storage space or an extra  

bedroom in the awning?  

Isabella offers various solutions.  

Annex Coal and the new Annex Insignia are 

tall annexes offering maximum height and a 

lightweight frame in CarbonX. 

Annex Tall also has a maximum height but 

comes with a steel frame.   

All Isabella annexes are equipped with an 

extra zip so the awning’s side panel can be 

used as a partition wall. ANNEX  
ISABELLA SAND 250  
ITEM NUMBER: 
403112505 
GROUND: 230 X 130 CM 
OPTIONAL EXTRA:  
INNER TENT

ANNEX  
ISABELLA COAL 250 
ITEM NUMBER: 
403502504 
GROUND:230 X 140 CM 
OPTIONAL EXTRA:  
INNER TENT

ANNEX 
INSIGNIA 
ITEM NUMBER: 
403512506 
GROUND: 230 X 140 CM 
OPTIONAL EXTRA:  
INNER TENT

ANNEX  
ISABELLA SAND 220 
ITEM NUMBER: 
403112205 
GROUND: 200 X 130 CM 
OPTIONAL EXTRA:  
INNER TENT

ANNEX  
ISABELLA COAL 220  
ITEM NUMBER: 
403502205 
GROUND: 214 X 130 CM 
OPTIONAL EXTRA:  
INNER TENT

PENTA THIRTY 
UNIVERSAL 420 COAL 
UNIVERSAL 360 COAL

PRISMA 
COMMODORE SEED 
COMMODORE INSIGNIA 
AMBASSADOR SEED 
CAPRI COAL 
MAGNUM 250 COAL
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Inner tent for Annex Tall:  
Dimensions: 200 x 140 x 165 cm 
(space for small, double air airbed).  
Materials: Cotton with fixed PVC base.  
Can also be mounted in the awning.

Partition wall for annex: 
Materials: Cotton. Size: 220, 250 or 300 cm

Annex Isabella Sand 

Annex Isabella Coal 

Annex Isabella Insignia
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ISABELLA WINDSCREENS All windscreens from Isabella are supplied with poles (including rafter poles), guy ropes, 
pegs and the Stabilo system as standard. 
 
The Stabilo-system consists of loose earth spikes and support feet. The system  
ensures that windscreens remain securely in place at all times. The system is supplied 
as standard with all windscreens, though the support feet are also available separately 
for use with awnings.
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1. Linea 4-sided. Measurements: 460 x 110 cm Weight 5,6 kg Material: Acrylic/tinted foil/PVC Colour: Granite/Black Standard: CarbonX poles. 
2. Ventus 4-sided. Measurements: 460 x 110 cm Weight 5,6 kg Material: Acrylic/net material/PVC Colour: Granite/Black Standard: CarbonX poles  
3. Sun 3-sided. Measurements: 460 x 130 cm Weight 8,5 kg Colour: Grey Material: Coated polyester Standard: Zinox poles.  
4. Acryl 3-sided. Measurements: 460 x 130 cm Weight 8,5 kg Colour: Granite Material: Acrylic Standard: Zinox poles.  
5. Flex Grey 3-sided. Basic measurements: 460 x 140 cm Weight 8,3 kg Material: Coated polyester Standard: Zinox poles. The basic model may be extended as 
required by adding more zipped panels to the middle 6. As centre panel on the basic model 7. Panel measurements: 154 x 140 cm Standard: Zinox poles.
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It has long been trendy to create your own personal style in your home – a 

style that is functional, creates space and cosiness as well as sending a 

signal about who you are and the values that are important to you. A growing 

number of caravanners are now taking this trend with them out into the 

awning. This is where you spend your holidays, so this is also where function-

ality, cosiness, space and an individual look should come together to form 

a comfortable and visual whole. Give some thought to your needs before 

furnishing the awning. No matter how big your awning is and whether you are 

tourers or permanent pitchers, it is important to fit out the awning to your 

requirements. This way, you will experience the awning as a natural extension 

of the caravan.

If you are a permanent pitcher – or a seasonal camper, as it is also known – 

you can pretty much furnish the awning as you like.

A space of your own... 
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TRIPLIGHT

CLICKLIGHT

Permanent pitchers typically choose highly robust and slightly heavier 

furniture. Here, the table is large with space to seat many guests, with chairs 

that go with the dining table and other chairs for relaxing or perhaps even 

deckchairs or sun loungers for use outside the awning.

 

 

If you are a touring caravanner, it is important to take functionality and 

weight into account. Here, the table should be as light as possible without 

being unstable. And preferably just the right size for the family to sit around it. 

If you want to eat with other campers, there is still nothing stopping you. The 

table is not particularly heavy, so you can easily move it to where it is needed. 

The chairs should also be lightweight. They should be suitable for use at the 

dining table, and also outside for relaxing in the sun. That is why many camp-

ing chairs are multi-position chairs with a reclining seat back. The table is the 

focal point of the awning. This is where you eat, have fun, play games and 

spend time together as a family. But you can increase the functionality of the 

awning and furnish it to your own needs and taste. The small camping stool 

is probably one of the most brilliant and versatile pieces of camping furniture. 

It neither weighs too much nor takes up all that much space during transport, 

and it can be used as extra seating for guests or children. It can also be used 

as a footrest in front of the multi-position chair. A lightweight tabletop is 

available for most stools to convert them into a small table. The table can be 

used to put things on and if you should need more seating, simply remove the 

tabletop to turn it back into a stool. It is smart and most campers have one or 

more in the awning.

 

 

Space for everything. It does not take long to accumulate things in the  

awning: drinking water, towels, beach sheets, toys, shoes and so on. All 

of these take up space, and are usually all necessary, but the awning can 

easily end up looking cluttered. One way of avoiding this is with cabinets and 

shelves for storage. They do not cost the earth, and as most of them can be 

folded up, they can be used by permanent pitchers and touring  

caravanners alike. The cabinets come in many sizes, most of them with one 

or more shelves, a closable front and a top that can be used to put things on. 

Fortunately, if you don’t have room in the awning or cabinets in the awning are 

not really you, there are other options – i.e. Organizers.

Organizers is the common term for small, lightweight and foldable storage 

solutions. They are available as mobile units, e.g. Isabella’s Multiorganizer, 

which can be used for everything from toys and towels to bottles, and are 

easy to move. There are other Organizers, which can be hung in the caravan 

or on the awning’s poles. They are smart and do not take up floor space. But 

they should only be used for lightweight items so as not to overload the 

awning poles.

 

 

Well-planned furnishing. When you furnish your awning, give some thought 

to where you put your table and chairs, etc., as there should be room to move 

about in the awning. It is, for example, handy to have a place for coats and 

shoes just inside the door of the awning. You should also leave enough space 

in front of the caravan door to be able to get in and out without having to 

edge past tables or chairs. If you have children or grandchildren with you, they 

should have a corner of the awning where they can play, read or play games 

without having to move every time you need to get past. This might mean 

forgetting ‘how we normally do things’, and rethinking the layout of your  

furniture, but it will give you more elbow room and peace in the awning.

 

 

Use colour and light as a way of putting your own stamp on the décor in the 

awning. If you like a bit of zing, you could, for example, liven up the décor with 

seat cushions and blankets in bright, contrasting colours. But if peace and 

balance are more your thing, then seat cushions and blankets that match the 

colour of the furniture might be the way to go. The tableware, tablecloths, 

place mats, etc., all help to determine the choice of colour and the look of 

the awning. An often overlooked point when furnishing is the lighting in the 

awning. Many people make do with a pendant lamp over the table in the  

awning, and that’s it. Others also use the caravan’s awning lamp. It might 

provide plenty of light, but it is not especially cosy or personal. If you want to  

create a space of your own, the lighting is important. And the new dimmable 

LED lamps give you an incredible number of options. You can, for example, use 

lighting tracks with LED bulbs. Many of these are easily mounted directly onto 

the awning poles, they are quick to set up, and they use very little power.  

They give you light right where you want it, and as most offer stepless  

dimming, you can easily create your own atmosphere in the awning. 

 

 

The awning is your space, and whether you use an awning or just a sun 

canopy, this is usually where you will spend most of your time on holiday. So it 

is important to get it just right. There are plenty of opportunities for individual 

interior design, and you should not be afraid of trying out different ideas.
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Stylish, comfortable furniture can make all the difference to your camping experience. It is important to have furniture that suits the needs of you and your 
family. Camping furniture should be comfortable, easy to clean, easy to transport and take up as little space as possible when folded up. The hallmark of all 
Isabella’s furniture is that it is practical, has an attractive, simple and functional design, is made of easy to clean, lightweight materials and can be folded 
together to take up a minimum of space when not in use – not only perfect for camping trips and trips to the beach, but at home on the terrace, too.
Isabella’s furniture range comprises of sun loungers, chairs, tables and folding cupboards in various shapes and sizes. There is something for every taste!

1. Thor Chair (700006222) Camping chair with 8 positions incl. neck support. Alu frame. Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC Coating/40% Polyester) 
Weight 5,2 kg Load: 120 kg 2. Odin Chair (700006228) Camping chair with 8 positions incl. neck support. Alu frame. Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC 
Coating/40% Polyester) Weight 5,3 kg Load: 120 kg 3. Relax Chair (700006230) Camping chair with 8 positions incl. neck support. Alu frame.  
Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC Coating/40% Polyester) Weight 5,4 kg Load: 120 kg
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5. Beach Chair (700006220) Foldable beach chair including neck pillow. The chair can be adjusted into 8 positions. Aluminium frame. Material: Black poly- 
weave (60% PVC coating/40% polyester) Measurements: 67 x 11 x 72 cm Weight: 4 kg Load: 100 kg 6. Sunbed (700006212) Upholstered sunbed with soft 
membrane and aluminium frame as well as a sun screen. Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC Coating/40% Polyester) Measurements: L200 x W59 x H48 cm 
Weight: 5,6 kg Load: 120 kg 7. Beach mat (700006214) Foldable beach mat with the option of raising the headboard into a sitting position. Beach mat is 
equipped with a shoulder strap which, together with its low weight, makes it easy to carry. What’s more, the beach mat has a smart, zipped storage  
compart- ment. Size: Folded out: 160 x 53 cm Folded together: 54 x 52 cm Weight: 2 kg Material: Polyester/PVC Colours: charcoal  
8. Folding bed (700006215) Smart, comfortable fold-out bed which can be used as an extra bed or sun lounger. The bed is easy to transport, fold out and 
pack up. Size: Folded out: 205 x 78 x 51 cm. Closed: 104 x 22 x 12 cm Weight: 6.5 kg Max. load: 100 kg Colours: charcoal Material: Polyester/PVC. Alu frame.

1. Director’s chair (700006221) Foldable director’s chair. Colour: Black. Frame: Powder coated tube steel. Materials: Black polyweave (60% PVC coating/ 
40% polyester) Measurements: 11 x 81 x 51 cm Weight: 4 kg Load: 100 kg 2-3 Stool/footstool (700006201) and table top for footstool (700006217) The 
stool can be used as a little stool or footstool, which is easy to take with you. With the table top, it also doubles as a little table. Place the table top on top of 
the folded-out stool/footstool and you have a table – as simple as that! 4. Footrest - for Odin Chair and Thor Chair and Beach Chair (700006216)  
Comfortable footrest which can be affixed to the Chair Odin or Chair Thor or Beach Chair. The footrest clicks into place on the cross bar under the seat of the 
chair. The footrest is in matching fabric and has a lightweight aluminium frame. It is simple and easy to fold up and takes up minimal space when stored away 
and during transportation. Aluminium frame. Material: Black polyweave (60% PVC coating/40% polyester) Weight: 1,1 kg  
Measurements: 90 x 48 x 36 cm 
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LARGE, SMALL, ROUND AND SQUARE
Practical camping tables in various shapes and sizes. The table can be folded up to take up minimal space when 
stored away and during transportation. The tables have a practical, easy-to-wipe grey surface.
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1. Camping table Ø 100 cm with grey table top (700006218) Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg. Weight: 9,2 kg Load: 150 kg Dimensions, folded:  
100 x 100 x 7 cm 2. Folding Table 120 x 80 x 70 cm (700006229) Weight: 7,1 kg Load: 30 kg Dimensions, folded: 60 x 80 x 10 cm including bag 3. Camping 
table 80 x 60 cm ith to with grey table top (700006219) Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg. Weight: 7,5 kg Load: 150 kg Dimensions, folded: 80 x 60 x 7 cm 
4. Camping table 120 x 80 cm ith to with grey table top (700006206) Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg. Weight: 10,5 kg Load: 150 kg Folded measure-
ments: 120 x 80 x 5.5cm 5. Camping table 140 x 90 cm ith to with grey table top (700006205) Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg. Weight: 11,5 kg Load: 
150 kg Folded measurements: 140 x 90 x 5,5 cm
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Unique storage cupboards with smart folding method, which means that the 
cupboards can be closed like a suitcase. The four legs are “snapped” into the 
bracket and folded into the cupboard, when folding it together. The cupboard 
comes with a practical bag for easy transportation.

SPACIOUS AND PRACTICAL

1. Corner cupboard with storage bag (700006226) With 2 shelves and fixed top. Measurements: 82 x 82 x 85 cm Weight: 6,5 kg Load: 30 kg. 
2. Double cupboard with storage bag (700006224) With 3 shelves and fixed top.Measurements: 84 x 50 x 81 cm Weight: 11 kg Load: 30 kg  
3. Single cupboard with storage bag (700006223) With 3 shelves and fixed top. Measurements: 60 x 48 x 81 cm Weight: 8 kg Load: 30 kg
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Being able to relax in your awning is an important part of the camping trip. Isabella 
has a wide range of textiles, lamps and other practical and functional accessories 
for your camping trip. The right accessory can be the icing on the cake when  
making your awning cosy. It also helps make your awning more comfortable.  

THE ICING ON THE CAKE IN 
YOUR AWNING

1. Isabella blanket (900060325) This soft, warm luxurious Isabella blanket W130 x L180 cm will keep you warm on a cool evening and is ideal for picnics.  
The logo embroidered blanket is fleecy soft on the inside with a suede-effect outer. It is made of a stain resistant microfibre material and has deluxe hemmed  
edges. 2. Isabella tablecloths have a dirt and water-repellent surface. Measurements: W110 x L160 cm 3. Cable clips (900060440) used to keep the cable in 
place on your awning poles. Clicks onto the awning poles, quickly and easily. Can be used on 22–32 mm poles. 4. Kitchen Roll Holder (900060417) Chic paper 
towel holder of hard grey acrylic with printed Isabella porthole. Keeps kitchen roll in place and can be operated with one hand. Colour: Anthracite Material: Acrylic  
Dimensions: Diameter: 14 x H23 cm 5. ClickLight (900060436) a simple, elegant LED track for use in your awning. ClickLight clicks easily onto the  
awning pole to provide pleasant, cosy and warm lighting. It has a touch sensor to dim the light and a 7 m cable. Can be used on 22–32 mm poles. Comes with 
cable clips to keep the cable on the awning pole. Dimensions: H50 x W64 x L610 mm 6. The plain lampshade for awnings is available in two different designs: 
Ilumi (900060392) and Cube Creme (900060450) Black Chintz lampshade (900060386) Smooth black lampshade in fabric with a soft sheen.  
7. Silicone Pot holder/Trivets (900060422) Soft silicone pot holders which are flexible enough to be used as pot holders and sturdy enough to serve as 
trivets to protect countertops or tabletops. Produced in the Isabella porthole design with a hole for hanging. Easy to clean 8. TripLight (900060452) Smart 
LED lamp - ideal for camping! Use it as a flashlight or in the awning by attaching it to the awning poles. The lamp is battery powered (5 hours of battery life), and 
is a pleasant, soft light source.
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1. Multi Organizer (475000112) stands on the floor in the awning and is perfect for storing shoes, beach things or magazines, etc. Multi Organizer is made 
of black polyester, and has 3 large compartments and carrying handles. What’s more, it can be folded up, so it takes up hardly any space when not in use. 
Folded-out, it measures: H28 x W55 x D30 cm 2. Flex Organizer (475000102) hangs from the rafter pole in the awning by means of a smart Velcro hanger. It is 
made of black polyester and has one large compartment, divided by a shelf, and a mesh pocket on either side. Flex Organizer is perfect for the storage of items such as 
cups, games or towels. When Flex Organizer is not in use, it can be packed away to take up next to no space. Folded-out, it measures: H58 x W30 x D24 cm  
3. Top Organizer (475000095) is a practical storage net that can be hooked onto extra roof rafter poles (also available as optional extras). The straps are adjustable; 
it is made of black mesh/polyester with a maximum carrying capacity of 5 kg. Use it to store all the holiday things you want to have at your fingertips, sun lotion, playing 
cards and magazines 4. Awning bag to store your awning. Available in 3 different sizes 5. Pole bag (900060217) with zip for your poles.  
Dimensions: W30 x L120 cm 6. Tall Organizer (475000075)  keep all those litte holiday items under control. They will always be easy to find here! It is made of 
coated polyester with individual transparent foil pockets which allow the contents to be seen. Tall Organizer is fitted to the FixOn profile using TermoFix fittings and its 
dimensions are H 215 x W 80 cm
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A SPACE FOR EVERYTHING... 
With an Organizer™ from Isabella, you have a place to put all those little 
bits and pieces in the awning. Use it to store all the things you want to have 
easy access to, such as sun lotion, a towel, playing cards, magazines or the 
children’s toys, etc. If you need a practical, roomy bag, Isabella has bags for a 
variety of purposes – everything from bags for storing your awning to a smart, 
spacious cooler bag.  

1. Accessory bag/Sports bag (900060218) perfect for all your accessories 2. An Isabella Peg bag (900060300) keeps your pegs in order. Also perfect for 
power supplies, etc. 3. Practical sponge bag for use when camping. The bag can be hung up, providing easy access to all its contents. It has a watertight zip and 
plenty of pockets to keep all your toiletries together. Colours: Mercury (900060411) or Scarlet (900060410) Measurements: H20 x W30 x D10 cm 4. Cooler bag 
(9000060420) Keep your sandwiches and fizzy drinks cold with this cooler bag. It is perfect for picnics and trips to the beach or to have with you in the car. In addition 
to a large insulated cooler compartment with space for both food and drinks, the cooler bag has a small insulated compartment in the lid. There are also zipped  
pockets on the lid and at the front as well as mesh pockets on both sides. The cooler bag has a shoulder strap and handles on both sides. Made of PVC-coated 
polyester, it comes in an attractive dark grey colour. Dimensions: H36 x W34 x L27 cm 5. Luxury travel bag (9000060421) A good, spacious bag that can be used for 
a variety of purposes – a perfect weekend or gym bag, for example. The bag features a large compartment with an internal mesh zipped pocket for small items and an 
internal compartment with Velcro strap closure for items such as a laptop. The bag also has a separate zipped compartment in the base for storing wet clothes, shoes, 
etc. Made of black synthetic leather, the bag measures H30 x W21 x L54 cm and has a wide, adjustable shoulder strap and a good sized handle 6. Low  
Organizer is a practical, useful storage space, for magazines, shoes etc. It fits onto the side of the caravan, is made of coated polyester and comes in a choice of sizes.
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Camping and barbecuing go hand in hand – it’s going to be one hot summer!

When the campsites are populated, an increasing number of campers choose to 

light the barbecue. More and more people have discovered how easy it is to cook the 

various meals of the day on the barbecue – and just how compatible barbecue culture 

is with camping.

In fact, both camping and barbecuing are the epitome of cosiness, and when cosi-

ness is combined with a delicious meal, it really is food for the soul! This is certainly 

one of the main reasons that the smell of barbecue food wafts between the caravans 

and tents, adding an extra dimension to life on the campsite. 

A barbecue for everyone. As a camper, you have the choice of a gas barbecue or a 

charcoal barbecue – a choice that is largely determined by the grill master’s temper-

ament. While some people favour the simple operation of the gas barbecue and its 

ability to reach the desired temperature in next to no time, others swear by the char-

coal barbecue, believing there to be more of a challenge in mastering the traditional 

type of grill. 

For obvious reasons, some people choose a portable barbecue, while others 

have the possibility of barbecuing on a larger static model. Regardless of its heat 

source or size, the barbecue offers undreamt of possibilities to cook the most deli-

cious meals – whether you like delicate seafood, succulent chops, crisp grilled chicken 

or something else entirely.

Easy and delicious

Grill 
for campers
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CLASSIC GRILLED LOBSTER 
 
 
Ingredients: 500 g lobster tails. 
Bread: 40 g yeast, 700 ml water, 35 g salt, 400 
g durum flour, 600 g plain flour. Herb butter: 
150 g butter, 2 cloves garlic, fresh herbs – e.g. 
dill, chives, chervil and parsley.Mayonnaise: 2 
pasteurised egg yolks, 1 tsp vinegar (tarragon 
vinegar, wine vinegar or distilled vinegar), 1 tsp 
salt, 300-400 ml grape seed oil, 50 g chives. 
 
IN THE KITCHEN 
1. Peel and devein the lobster. Place in an 
oven proof dish and refrigerate until you are 
ready to grill them. 
 
2. Make the dough for the bread, if you are 
making the bread yourself. Dissolve the yeast 
in the water. Add the salt, durum flour and 
plain flour a little at a time. Mix to a relatively 
firm dough, and leave to rise for 15 minutes in 
a warm place. 
 
3. Peel and finely chop the garlic. Rinse and 
finely chop the herbs. Mix both into the butter 
and chill until you are ready to use it. 
 
4. Now roll the dough into long baguettes, 
and cut into individual portions. Place the 
bread on a lined baking tray. Leave to rise for  
a further 15 minutes. 
 
5. And now for the mayonnaise... Whisk the 
egg yolks, vinegar and salt to a light, airy con-
sistency. Gradually add the oil in a thin stream. 
Season to taste. Rinse and finely chop the 
chives and stir into the mayonnaise. Chill. 
 
OUT AT THE BARBECUE 
1. Set the barbecue to a high, indirect heat. 
Place the pizza stone in the middle of the 
cooking grate, and leave until the barbecue 
has reached 250 degrees. Place the baking 
tray on the pizza stone, and bake the bread 
under cover for 25–30 minutes. Remove from 
the barbecue and leave to cool for a minute 
or two. 
 
2. Spread a little herb butter on each lobster. 
 
3. Now set the barbecue to a high, direct heat. 
Oil the grate well. Place the lobsters on the 
grate, back down. Grill for one minute, and 
then grill them briefly on the other side. Serve 
immediately with mayonnaise and bread.

CHOPS WITH  
FENNEL BUTTER AND SALAD  
 
Ingredients: 4 250 g chops. 
Fennel butter: 100 g butter, ground  
fennel, curry powder, 40 g breadcrumbs,  
salt, pepper. 
Fennel salad: 2 fennel bulbs, herbs – e.g. 
parsley, chives and sage, 1 apple, lemon juice, 
olive oil, salt, pepper. 
 
IN THE KITCHEN 
1. Mix the soft butter with the ground fennel, 
curry powder and bread crumbs – the amount 
of fennel and curry powder you use depends 
on how spicy you want the mixture. Season 
with salt and pepper. Spread the mixture 
between two sheets of baking paper – roll it 
out to a thickness of two millimetres. Put in 
the freezer for 30 minutes. 
 
2. Prepare the salad. Wash the fennel and 
herbs. Slice the fennel into wafer-thin slices 
– use a mandoline if you have one. Finely 
chop the herbs. Rinse, core and finely slice the 
apple. Toss with the lemon juice, olive oil, salt  
and pepper. 
 
OUT AT THE BARBECUE 
1. Set the barbecue to a high, direct heat – 
leave it until it is good and hot. Oil the grate 
well before placing the chops on the hot grate. 
Grill for 2–3 minutes on each side. Season 
with salt and pepper. 
 
2. Just before taking the chops off, place a 
slice of fennel butter corresponding to the size 
of the chop on each. Remove from the barbe-
cue, and allow to rest for 3–4 minutes before 
serving with the salad.

CHICKEN SATAY  
WITH TORTILLA 
 
Ingredients: 4 chicken breasts. 
300 ml coconut milk, juice of 1 lime, 2 
tsp red curry paste, 1 clove garlic, oil for 
grilling, 4 tortillas. Peanut sauce: 150 ml 
crunchy peanut butter, 100 ml coconut 
milk, 2 tsp red curry paste, ½ tsp cumin, 
1½ tsp sugar, juice of 1 lime, 1½ tsp fish 
sauce. 
Serve with: Salad of Chinese white radish, 
carrots, cucumber, fresh coriander, mint, 
lime, toasted sesame seeds, chilli. 
 
IN THE KITCHEN 
Soak the bamboo skewers in water for  
30 minutes. 
 
1. Mix the coconut milk, lime juice and red 
curry paste together. Peel and chop the 
garlic and stir it in. Place the chicken piec-
es in the marinade, and leave to stand for  
30 minutes. 
 
2. Prepare the peanut sauce. Mix all the 
ingredients together, adding fish sauce  
to taste. 
 
Thread the chicken pieces onto the  
skewers and prepare the accompaniment. 
 
OUT AT THE BARBECUE 
1. Set the barbecue to a medium high, 
direct heat. Oil the grate, and place the 
skewers on it. Grill the chicken for 6–8 
minutes on each side. 
 
2. Heat the tortillas. 
Assemble the tortillas with salad and 
other accompaniments, and top with the 
chicken and peanut sauce.
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ISABELLA CARPET

ISABELLA COMFORT CARPET

ISABELLA GROUND SHEET

ISABELLA FLOOR

ISABELLA GROUND COVER

1
2
3

ISABELLA FLOORING CONCEPT
 

At Isabella, we know that it takes all sorts of campers to make a world, and that 

there are many different ways of enjoying life on the campsite. So we have creat-

ed a concept that meets every need when it comes to flooring in the awning.

 

The Isabella Flooring Concept covers your flooring needs, whether you are a 

permanent pitcher, a touring caravanner, a year-round caravanner, a summer 

caravanner or a combination of them all.

 

The types of flooring are the same – it is how you put them together that makes 

all the difference, and thus determines how well your needs are met.

 

To make the choice easier for you, we have put together three camping scenarios 

for inspiration, each with a different composition of flooring in the awning – one for 

touring caravanner situations and two for permanent pitchers.

 

So here you go... Now you can select your flooring according to your own personal 

requirements with regard to maintenance, comfort, stability and finish.

FOR TOURING CARAVANNERS 
who travel and for whom comfort and easy  
cleaning are paramount, we recommend:
 Isabella Ground Cover ... protects the awning against

 soil splashes and mud

 Isabella Ground Sheet ... to prevent the penetration of moisture from  

 the ground.

 Isabella Carpet ... for an attractive, easy-to-clean finish.

FOR PERMANENT PITCHERS 
who always stay in the same place and for whom 
comfort, fitted underlay and easy  
cleaning are paramount, we recommend:
 Isabella Ground Cover ... protects the awning against

 soil splashes and mud

 Isabella Floor ... for a fitted, even floor.

 Isabella Ground Sheet ... to prevent the penetration of moisture  

 from the ground.

 Isabella Comfort Carpet ... for soft, insulating comfort.

 Isabella Carpet ... for an attractive, easy-to-clean finish.

FOR PERMANENT PITCHERS 
who stay in one place and for whom comfort and easy 
cleaning are paramount, we recommend:
 Isabella Ground Cover ... protects the awning against

 soil splashes and mud

 Isabella Ground Sheet ... to prevent the penetration of moisture from  

 the ground.

 Isabella Comfort Carpet ... for soft, insulating comfort.

 Isabella Carpet ... for an attractive, easy-to-clean finish.
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PHTHALATEfree
Isabella Carpet
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HIGH
DESIGN

EASY
TO HANDLE

COMFORTABLE FLOORING FOR YOUR AWNING 
Isabella Carpet matches your Isabella awning perfectly and in a choice of quality to suit your camping needs. 
Our quality carpets are made in a smooth-woven combination of nylon threads, spun with PVC and finished in a heat 
press, so they can be fitted to any awning and even trimmed without fraying; they are lightweight and can be easily 
folded and cleaned. 
 
Premium smart, high quality design 
Regular  unique strong weave Light a squared design 
 
Premium 1. Sol 2,5-3,0-3,5 m 2. Frigg 2,5-3,0-3,5 m  
Regular 3. Freja/Light Grey 2,5-3,0 m 4. Idum/Dark Grey 2,5-3,0 m 5. Trud/Blue 2,5-3,0 m 
Light 6. Grid 2,5 m

IsaGrip (900060290) 
IsaGrip is a clip used 
to hold carpets and 
underlay in place. 
IsaGrip is easy to fit 
without damaging the 
carpet.  
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ISABELLA CARPET

ISABELLA COMFORT CARPET

ISABELLA GROUND SHEET

ISABELLA FLOOR

ISABELLA GROUND COVER

Flooring for comfort layer upon layer Start by laying Ground Cover over an area bigger than 
the awning to protect the mudflaps and  awning materials. Then lay Isabella Floor over the entire 
awning area, remember the edging strips for a neat finish especially in doorways. A Comfort 
Carpet keeps the heat in and is soft and comfortable to walk on. Finally, lay an Isabella Carpet for 
a beautiful finish that’s easy to keep clean. 
Isabella Ground Cover is the perfect underlay – a thin but strong sheet that lies on the ground, 
it protects the awning canvas from soil and mud, and because the mudflaps are not in contact 
with the ground they are easier to clean. Supplied on rolls of 2 x 18 m (36 m2). Ground Cover is fully 
breathable and suitable for touring sites.  
Isabella Comfort Carpet is a soft, insulating comfort underlay which is placed between the 
plastic barrier or wooden floor and the awning floor covering to keep cold and damp at bay. It also 
provides a soft floor area to sit and walk on. Supplied on rolls of 1.5 x 15 m (22.5 m2). 
Isabella Ground Sheet The Isabella Ground Sheet is available in different sizes to fit the awn-
ings. Put it under the awning carpet to avoid moisture from the soil. Isabella Ground Sheet has 
plastic reinforcements in the corners with ring for pegging and reinforced edges, so it will last for 
years. Colour: Anthracite. Material: PU 160 g/m2 Depth: 270, 320 or 370 cm Lengths: 500, 600, 700 
or 800 cm

Isabella Floor  
If you spend a lot of time in your awning, you want good insulation, and a floor that is smooth and 
level. Isabella Floor offers a full range of advantages. It is easy to install without the use of tools, 
the 50 x 50 cm tiles simply snap together like building blocks, no other parts are needed. It is 
easy to store and exceptionally durable.

With the option to  
purchase edges for Isabella Floor,  
you can create a beautiful finish. Isabella Floor uses a unique interlocking system.
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1. A door canopy offers shelter at the entrance and is available in colours to match Isabella awnings. (Fig. Commodore) 2. Penta Black door canopy fits your 
Penta awning. Made of PVC, it provides  extra shelter at the entrance 3. With a Netfront you can choose to unzip the entire front panel to either side and  
replace it with the net front.  You can also leave your front panel in place and with the use of the veranda pole, have the net in the upper half and the awning 
front in the lower half of the panel. This can be an advantage in hot climates where good ventilation is a must.  Net front is reversible and can therefore be 
used on either the right or left side by simply clipping to the awning poles. Net front fits Commodore Seed, Commodore Insignia, Ambassador Seed, Capri Coal 
and some older models (in sizes G14-G20) 4. Universal wheel arch covers for the caravan. To prevent draughts and cold from getting in via the wheel of 
your caravan, a good wheel arch cover is essential. Isabella now offers a universal wheel arch cover that fits all caravans. The wheel arch cover is screw-free, 
ensuring that you don’t make holes in the caravan when fitting it. It is mounted with a rail on the side of the caravan with a strong double-sided tape. The 
wheel arch cover is available in widths of 75 cm or 150 cm and can be adjusted in height. If required, the rail can be shortened. 75 cm (481100075) 150 cm 
(481100150) 5. Net side for mounting on the side rafter pole means the entire side panel can be quickly unzipped and replaced with a complete mosquito net 
side. This is especially beneficial in a hot climate, where good ventilation is a must. The net side is available for awnings with 3 m or 2.5 m deep sides.
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1. Coated polyester partition wall with window, available in two sizes to fit all Isabella awnings with a depth of either 2.5 m or 3 m. The partition wall 
is also available for Penta. When you wish to use the full width of the awning, the entire inner panel can be zipped off. Optional curtain hanging directly on 
the partition wall using curtain clips (optional extra) 2. Window canopy with sun filter keeps out the sun but provides an unrestricted view. The canopy 
is available in two widths: 190 cm or 215 cm in charcoal. The pole construction is very simple, and it fits almost all caravans. With Band-it™ softgrip, the 
window canopy is quick and easy to fit 3. Aluminium roof gutter with spout. Fitted beneath the harlequin trim on most models; prevents dirt and water 
from running down the sides. Available in lengths of 300, 350 or 400 cm 4. Storm securing sets (900060195) give awnings extra protection in strong winds 
and prevent wear and tear to the canvas. Isabella peg remover. (900060005) 5. Hercules Triple™ (900060453) the ultimate aid for the tensioning of all 
pole types 6. An inner roof minimises the formation of condensation and is recommended for caravanning in the off-peak seasons. Opening for access for 
light cord. Fitted using TermoFix fittings and available for Prisma, Penta, 3 m and 2.5 m deep full awnings, Universal and Winter awnings 7. If you dream of 
camping in the winter, we recommend that you use the winter securing set, which protects the awning and frame in heavy snowfall. It consists of two 
additional rafter poles, FixOn II and three support poles. Available for all Universal and winter awnings.
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Thank you !
from all of us
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We are the people behind Isabella. We live and breathe for camping. So we 

put every effort into producing a unique product for you, because we know 

how much it means.  

Our pride and passion are rooted in craftsmanship throughout the process, 

starting with the materials, which are carefully selected and tested, cut, 

sewn, packed, checked and then sent out to the retailers. 

A great deal of thought goes into every detail – the details you can see, and 

those you can’t.

We have proud traditions and have developed a whole host of unique con-

struction and sewing techniques over the years. Techniques that have yet to 

be emulated, and which take time to learn. But we would rather get it right 

than choose the easy solutions.  

Isabella is all about craftsmanship. Each Isabella awning is the result of good 

craftsmanship and a sense of quality in the selection of materials: the fabric, 

the zips and everything else besides. Added to this is our ability to think along 

new lines – to be innovative and creative.

A great many hours go into each and every product. Everything is made  

according to our principles of craftsmanship. Here at Isabella, a machine  

cannot replace people, and all our products rely on intuitive flair and the 

dream of the freedom that camping brings. 

Thank you from all of us to all of you who have  

appreciated this craftsmanship over the years!



Zinox

Zinox MegaFrame

CarbonX Zinox Zinox
MegaFrame

CarbonX™ FRAME
a carbon-fibre reinforced fibreglass frame, 
is suitable for both permanent and touring 
caravanning. Carbon Fibres are combined with 
glass fibres in varying amounts, according to 
pole diameters, to offer maximum strength. 
The frame is light and fully corrosion resistant. 
All CarbonX frames are supplied with the 
IsaFix locking mechanism. With IsaFix in place, 
keeping the frame in position is easy. With one 
press of the hand grip, a discreet “click” tells 
you IsaFix is locked in position.

Zinox™ STEEL FRAME
is hot galvanised both inside and out to extend 
its life and to meet all load bearing require-
ments. The steel frame is made of ISO-certi-
fied high-strength steel. The strength of the 
Zinox steel frame makes it particularly suitable 
for pitching your caravan permanently – and it 
is included with all  Universal and winter porch 
awnings, because caravanning in the off-peak 
seasons demands great structural stability 
due to weather conditions such as strong 
winds and snow.

Zinox™ MegaFrame
The Zinox MegaFrame is a durable tubular ste-
el frame (material thickness: 32 mm/1.2 mm) 
with welded corners and double screw lock on 
the poles. MegaFrame is designed for year-
round use with a full awning which can remain 
standing all year, and can withstand powerful 
storms, snowfall and torrential rain. The Zinox 
MegaFrame is supplied with two extra rafter 
poles, as well as one Hercules 32.5 mm.

IsaFix™ LOCKING CLAMP 
included on all CarbonX frames or update your 
own fibreglass frame! IsaFix can be fitted ea-
sily to any Isabella frame, replacing telescopic 
couplings and wing nuts for quick and efficient 
assembly of the awning frame.

T-Rex™ LOCKING MECHANISM  
for the Zinox steel frame locks the poles in 
place and keeps them tensioned in all weather 
conditions with one press of the hand grip and 
a discreet “click”.

CarbonX LAYERS

1. Lengthwise fibreglass reinforced  
with carbon

2. Cross winding
3. Lengthwise fibreglass
4. Clockwise cross winding
5. Anti-clockwise cross winding
6. Lacquer

Zinox LAYERS

1. Transparent lacquer
2. Aluminium/zinc
3. Steel
4. Aluminium/zinc
5. Transparent lacquer

MAGNUMMINORAS SMALL PORCHFULL AWNING 
AS LARGE PORCH

To determine the “A-size”: Park the caravan on level ground. The “A-size” is the length from ground  
level, through the awning channel and back down to the ground. This can be done easily with a piece 
of string. We have a database of caravan sizes from 1970 onwards on our website, www.isabella.net. 
For Porch/Part awnings the caravan channel height determines the fit. All Isabella full awnings can 
also be used as part awnings. Using a foam pad, support pole and two click profiles. Measure your 
caravan “Full awning as large/small Porch” as shown and match to the nearest Isabella “A” size. This 
solution works for new and older models the parts are all supplied as optional extras.

MAGNUM 250 COAL 36,5

MINOR 28,3

UNIVERSAL 420 COAL 51,5

UNIVERSAL 360 COAL 46,0

WINTER 28,3

SHADOW
500 400 360 300 240

5,3 4,8 4,5 3,7 3,6

ESTIMATED WEIGHT (KG)

PRICE CATEGORY 10 12 13 14 16 18 19 20 21 22 23
Isabella size 675 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200
Covers ”a”-measurements from-to 666-685 736-760 786-810 836-860 886-910 936-960 986-1010 1036-1060 1086-1110 1136-1160 1186-1210
Isabella size 700 775 825 875 915 962 1015 1075 1125 1175 1225
Covers ”a”-measurements from-to 686-715 761-785 811-835 861-885 901-925 948-972 1001-1025 1061-1085 1111-1135 1161-1185 1211-1235
Isabella size 725 925 975 1025
Covers ”a”-measurements from-to 716-735 911-935 961-985 1011-1035
Isabella size 940 989
Covers ”a”-measurements from-to 926-950 975-999
Incl. frame Zinox (A)/CarbonX (B)/ 
MegaFrame (C) A B A B A B A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C

PRISMA 73,0 96,0 97,0 119,2 120,7 137,0 137,5

PENTA THIRTY 52 76 56,6 83,3 69,0 93,2 71,0 95,2 83,3 112,2 84,3 113,2 90,6 123,3 91,4 124,1

COMMODORE SEED 49,3 41,5 49,3 41.5 68.4 54,5 45,0 68,5 61,5 50,0 75,5 63,0 51,5 77,0 69,6 56,5 88,0 71,1 58,0 89,5 79,5 63,5 99,0

COMMODORE INSIGNIA 49,3 41.5 68.4 54,5 45,0 68,5 61,5 50,0 75,5 63,0 51,5 77,0 69,6 56,5 88,0 71,1 58,0 89,5 79,5 63,5 99,0

AMBASSADOR SEED 43,9 36,8 45,4 38,3 49,8 42,2 56,5 46,0 58,0 47,5 64,0 52,5 65,7 57,4

CAPRI COAL 32,5 27,5 33,3 28,3 36,0 31,0 43,1 36,0 44,6 37,5 49,8 42,0 56,5 46,0 58,0 47,5 63,9 52,4 65,5 54,0

SUN SHINE 22,2 17,2 24,7 18,4 25,1 18,8 26,0 21,1 29,9 21,4 30,1 21,6 30,7 23,9 31,1 24,3

SUN SHINE FRONT 7,5 7,5 7,5 7,5 7,5 9,0 9,0 9,0

ECLIPSE 8,7 8,9 9,2 9,5 9,6 9,9 Side: 2,5

ESTIMATED WEIGHT (KG)
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 936-1035 · G18-19

300 230

380

A900-A1225

Cube Creme Urban Sand Bowline Grey

Isacryl is a spinneret-dyed (i.e. the fibres are dyed), tex-
tured-weave, durable acrylic material. Isacryl has the highest 
achievable fade-resistance thanks to the pigmentation method. 
The density of the weave plus the impregnation all the way through 
prevent water ingress.  
Nevertheless, Isacryl is a breathable material, which facilitates the 
best possible indoor climate in the awning.

Isacryl Light is an extra lightweight acrylic  
material, making it especially suitable for touring.
 
PVC/Polyester is intensely resilient and water  
resistant material.

IsaLite is a coated polyester material, which is durable, lightweight 
and easy to keep clean.

The window foil is the best available on the market. In some of the 
models, the window foil is also tinted to tone down the sun’s rays, 
and in awnings for use in winter, a foil is used which can withstand 
sub-zero temperatures.

All Isabella awning roofs are made of strong, acrylate-coated 
polyester, with an added top coat to help prevent the build-up of 
dirt. The roof fabric is impregnated in 3 layers (with the exception of 
Capri, which, in order to make it lighter and more touring-friendly, 
has 2 layers). The roof fabric is stitched with double-folded seams 
to guarantee it will withstand even heavy rainfall. The inside is 
patterned to create a pleasant indoor environment, and this also 
helps make any dirt on the outside less noticeable. 

All Isabella awnings are supplied with curtains, and the unique 
thing about the Prisma awning is that you have two different curtain 
designs to choose from. The curtains are carefully designed to 
match the awning colours for a harmonious look. The specially 
developed curtain system ensures that it is easy to put up and 
take down again. All Isabella curtain materials are given a finishing 
treatment to withstand environmental impacts, such as mould, rot, 
fungi or mildew, usually caused by differences in temperature. This 
special finishing treatment can be restored after washing by ironing 
the curtain.

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
Front and side illustration
Figures Covers A-measurement from-to (cm) Price group (G)
Red dots No. of rafter poles.
Red line Zip for removable and fold-down panels.
Grey window Ventilation net with foil cover.

Base drawing 
Up/down arrows + number Base depth in cm
Left/right arrows + number Base width in cm
A-measurement Available in Isabella A-sizes 
(only specified for full awnings)
Red line Removable and fold-down panels.
Dotted outline Canopy.
Black angles Door openings.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

Isacryl  
particularly  
breathable  
material 
295 g/m2

Isacryl Light  
is a lightweight  
particularly  
breathable  
material 
260 g/m²

IsaLite  
remarkably  
light and  
easy-to- 
maintain  
material.

PVC/Polyester 
intensely  
resilient and  
water resistant 
material.

CarbonX  
fibreglass  
frame with  
Isafix locking 
clamp.

Zinox  
tubular steel 
frame with  
T-Rex locking 
clamp.

Extra strong  
Zinox  
MegaFrame  
tubular steel 
frame 32 mm  
with welded  
corners and 
double screw 
locking.
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Roof (A)·Canvas (B)·Base (C) A B B+C B A A B C A C
PRISMA 290 285 380
PENTA THIRTY 295 285 380
COMMODORE SEED 295 285 380
COMMODORE INSIGNIA 295 285
AMBASSADOR SEED 240 295 285 380
CAPRI COAL 260 240 350
MAGNUM 250 COAL 295 285
MINOR 240 260 350
UNIVERSAL 360 COAL 295 285 380
UNIVERSAL 420 COAL 295 285 380
WINTER 520 380 380
SUN SHINE 195 195

SUN SHINE FRONT 195 195

EXCEPTIONAL MATERIALS 

Isabella uses only the best materials,  
made by the world’s leading suppliers.

CURTAINS

Coated polyester 
(extremely light and  
easy-to-maintain  
material)

Isacryl
260 g/m2

LIGHT
IsaLite
195 g/m2

PVC
Polyester

CarbonX Zinox Zinox
MegaFrame

Coated
polyester

Isacryl
295 g/m2
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A. Exclusive Typhoon™ storm sash.  

B. DropStop™ rain grommets are fitted  
to all rivets in the roof.  

C. FixOn™ screwless brackets designed 
for better tensioning, with easy 
positioning. Supplied with all Isabella 
awnings and Sun Shine. The FixOn 
Multi is included in Magnum, Minor, 
Universal 420, Universal 360, Shadow, 
Winter and the remaining models with 
FixOn II. (Not supplied as standard  
with Eclipse Front Sun Canopy) 

D. Heavy-duty hard-wearing rein- 
forcements. All D-rings are sewn  
with PVC reinforcements.  

E. Door ties with press studs for all 
Isabella awnings.  

F. Isabella curtain system for material 
that hangs perfectly, with the pattern 
inside or out whichever you prefer, and 
allowing curtains to be easily taken 
down and put up.  

G. To complete your window dressing, 
all of Isabella’s curtains come with 
tiebacks in the same fabric as the 
curtains. Tiebacks are easily fitted  
with a snap fastener on the sewn-in 
tape in your awning. 

H. IsaFlex™ pegging elastics with great 
elasticity and strength are supplied 
with the Isabella range.  

I. The double wing, with separate bead-
ing and seam detail, ensures a great  
fit on all caravan shapes.  

J. The double-folded seams in the roof 
guarantee a 100% straight & water-
proof seam for a better shape roof. 
The curve of the roof is designed to 
ensure the best possible fit and better 
tensioning of the awning.  

K. Storm Securing PVC triangles are  
firmly sewn under windows for  
optimum position of IsaLink™.  

L. Substantial four way zips, always run 
smoothly. Hard wearing and always 
covered to protect from sun and rain.  

M. Internal mud flap allow the pegging  
elastics to perform correctly and 
prevents drafts in the awning. Laying 
carpet over the mud flap makes an 
effective draft excluder.   

N. All Isabella awnings have ventilation  
panels; some are fitted with extra  
panels and/or mosquito net(s) in the 
side, these reduce condensation and 
create the best indoor climate.  

O. Regulator tabs in the corners and 
spiked shoes on the poles ensure  
uniform tensioning and reduce wear 
and tear “locking” the canvas and 
frame together. 

P. Exclusive storage and transport bags 
for awnings, along with frame bags  
and peg bags, are available.   

Q. The frames of Isabella’s awnings are 
pre-assembled for easy assembly.  
The CarbonX fibreglass frame comes 
with IsaFix locking mechanism, and  
the Zinox steel frame with T-Rex  
locking mechanism. The locking  
mechanisms make putting up the 
awning easy and problem-free.
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Flexible  by the metre…

Isabella A/S reserves the right to make improvements/changes on  

the products without notice, and can accept no responsibility for  

dis- crepancies between this information and subsequent models.  

We make every effort to ensure perfect colour reproduction, but owing  

to printing limitations, colour differences may occur.

Copyright © 2015 Isabella A/S

All information on this page and all pages in this catalogue are protected 

by copyright. It can not be distributed partly or entirely without the  

written agreement from ISABELLA.

Service agreement

A full service agreement is supplied with all goods, a copy is available 

on request. In the unlikely event of complaint, the deadline is 24 months 

from the date of purchase. If you find cause for complaint on articles 

used privately and for the purpose intended, pls. follow the procedures 

detailed, and report the problem to the retailer with whom the contract 

of sale was made. NB Other uses may not be covered. Isabella gives not 

only the statutory warranty, but a 2-year guarantee on all our products.  

See terms and conditions at 

www.isabella.net/uk/support/service-department/register-your-awning

SUPPLIER OF MATERIAL FOR LOWER PANEL

SUPPLIERS OF AWNING FABRIC

SUPPLIER OF FINISHING TAPE

SUPPLIER OF FRAMES

SUPPLIER OF FINISHING TAPE SUPPLIERS OF WINDOW FOIL

SUPPLIERS OF CURTAINS SUPPLIER OF SEWING THREAD

SUPPLIERS OF ZIPS



DEUTSCHLAND / ÖSTERREICH / 
SCHWEIZ
Isabella Vorzelte Deutschland 
GmbH
Max-Planck-Str. 4
DE-34253 Lohfelden
Tel. +49 (0561) 51 20 33
info-de@isabella.net   

NEDERLAND
Isabella Nederland BV
Postbus 90
NL-3870 CB Hoevelaken
Tel. +31 (033) 2541100
info@isabella.nl

NORGE
Norsk Isabella A/S
Postboks 57
NO-1740 Borgenhaugen
Tel. +47 69 127575
info@isabella.no

UNITED KINGDOM
Isabella International Camping 
Limited
Drakes Farm
Drakes Drive
Long Crendon
Buckinghamshire
HP18 9BA
Tel. +44 (01844) 20 20 99
info@isabella.co.uk

BELGIUM / FRANCE / 
LUXEMBOURG
Camping Distribution
Rue de Baronhaie, 63
BE-4682 Heure-le-Romain
Tel. +32 (0)42 27 46 32
info@camping-distribution.com
 

ITALIA
Automarket Bonometti spa
via Lago D’Iseo, 2
IT-36077 Altavilla Vicentina
Tel. +39 3401 265285

RZECZPOSPOLITA POLSKA
Pro Camp
ul. Krotoszynska 43
PL-51-009 Wroclaw
Tel. +48 (71) 352 47 75
info@procamp.pl 

SLOVENIJA
Freedom Center
AC izvoz – Celje Center, Mariborska 
C. 200 a
SI-3000 Celje
Tel. +386 59 032 145

SVERIGE
Kama Fritid AB
Box 114
SE-560 27 Tenhult
Tel. +46 (036) 353700
info@kamafritid.se

SUOMI
Kama Fritid Oy
Aurinkokuja 5
FI-33420 Tampere
Tel. +358 (0) 45 1241885
info@kamafritid.fi

OTHER COUNTRIES: 
Please contact Isabella A/S  
in Denmark. 

Isabella A/S · Isabellahøj 3 · 7100 Vejle · Tel. +45 75 82 07 55 

info@isabella.net · www.isabella.net

ISABELLA IMPORTERS


